WHAT OUR
CUSTOMERS SAY
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How our wireless broadband helped Morgan enjoy cutting
edge entertainment
As an avid gamer and regular consumer of 4k movies, fast download speeds
and the ability to network with multiple users online are essential for Morgan.

Life before WeLink
“The internet was
frustratingly slow, albeit
consistent, but I needed
to download 4K content
overnight to be able to
use the internet for other
basic tasks like surfing or
emailing among several
users.
WeLink’s service stood
out as it didn’t require
fibre optic infrastructure
and promised fast
download and upload
speeds.”

What have you been
able to achieve
since using our
service?
WeLink’s service
stood out as it
didn’t require fibre
optic infrastructure
and promised fast
download and upload
speeds.

“Everything one would
expect in the 21st century,
multiple users on multiple
platforms sharing without
a hitch regardless of
the heaviness of data
requirements. High data
requiring games of 60GB
now download in approx.
20min and average HD
/ UHD films are ready to
watch within 30 seconds.”

If there’s one word
you could use
to describe your
experience with us,
what would it be
and why?
“Speed. It makes all the
difference.”

Would you
recommend WeLink
wireless broadband
to others?
“Yes – both download
speeds and customer
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service have exceeded my
expectations.
I found the team on
every level from sales and
marketing to operational /
engineering ground staff
extremely helpful and
friendly and some have
really gone above and
beyond while we were
experiencing problems.
Communication has
largely improved within
the company as well.”

I found the team
on every level from
sales and marketing
to operational /
engineering ground
staff extremely helpful
and friendly and some
have really gone
above and beyond

